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1. Introduction
The purpose of the TANSY data collection program is dual. During normal
measurement it fetches the incoming data, compresses them in a suitable shape and
places the result in the CAMAC memory modules. The data should afterwards be
taken care of by the JET Codas system. It may also be used as a stand-alone system.
Calibrations can be done controlled by a terminal connected to the auxiliary CAMAC
controller or by the host computer system.

The program is written for the Starburst, the CES auxiliary CAMAC
controller ACC 2180. It is essentially a PDP 11/70 computer on a microchip offering
several advanced computer options. The program is written in assembler code in
order to achieve shortest possible collection times.

This manual describes the program. The general philosophy behind the
program is given in chapter 2 (page 6). Chapter 3 (page 14) describes the electronics
from the program point of view. Further details about the electronics and the
hardware programs are given in the document "Technical Description". The main
state of the program is the "Measurement state". It is described in chapter 4 (page 18).
In chapter 5 (page 30) we describe the states used during different calibrations of the
system. The timing and the possibility to abort the data collection during the
measurement state are described in chapter 7 (page 46) . Finally we describe some of
the subroutines used in chapter 8 (page 51).

Some examples of user programs for the host are presented. They are written
for RSXll/M operating system in a host Starburst. More programs are presented in
reference [9]. The CAMAC commands are not the same as the ones used at JET.
However, at a time when JET considers to shift the CODAS computers from "Norsk
Data" to "SUN" we do not find it meaningful to translate the routines. It is better to
postpone that work until the installation of the system.
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2. The Program Layout

ICommand shell E ^ g g g S S
AmpliUfcf

Manual by camoc
Honuol bg teletype
By CTN1
By CTN1 • CPR1

5 Interrupts
Internal clock
Abort
Time by CPC3

Porometers

Measurement!

i i •••- i i i i i i i

Figure 1. Layout of the Program.

The program layout is illustrated in fig 1. Five program states or, as we prefer to call
it, kernel states, are imbedded in a program shell. At start-up of the system the control
goes to the idle state. The state may then be transferred to any of the other states.

The command shell is controlled by either a Teletype terminal connected
directly to the Starburst or by the host computer system through the CAMAC bus.
The command shell is polite in the sense that answers are directed to the system
talking to it. If the commands are coming from the host the answers are placed in a
buffer which can be read by the host. As the other alternative, if commands are
coming from the Teletype terminal answers will be written on the Teletype terminal.
The last of the two systems giving a command is always the one being in charge.

The command shell contains an option, the SET option, giving the user a
possibility to set or change the parameters. Ii may be activated at any time. It runs on
an interrupt basis which means that it steals program execution time from the actual
kernel state. Therefore commands from the host or the Teletype should b? avoided
during a high intensity measurement.
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Program
Kernel State

ID • Idle
ME-Measurement

TI-Time calibration

AM-Amplitude
calibration

TA-Time and
amplitude calibration

Program
user states

Set-up
RC -Calibrate

WC-Wait after calibr.
RP-Run during pulse
WP-Wait after pulse

Set-up
RU-Run

WA-Wait
Set-up

RU-Run
WA-Wait

Set-up
RU-Run

WA-Wait

Table 1 Program States Each kernel state
contains one or more user
states. The kernel state idle
is the only kernel state
containing only one user
state. The control of the
user states can be done by
the command shell. Once
every second, controlled
by the internal clock, the
command shell does a
check of the user states. If
an order to change user
state has been given, the
command shell will do so
provided the shift is legal.
The orders may be given
by the Teletype or the host.
That is normally the case
in the calibration kernel
states which are intended

to be run by the user in an interactive mode. However, the measurement kernel state
needs some automatic functions in order to synchronize it with the JET pulse
operation. Therefore the measurement kernel state contains three user options. One
manual option is included for test purposes and two automatic options are included
for the control from the JET data taking system. The later options use the timer
module (CTM1) and the input register (CPR1) for control of the states. Furthermore,
two interrupts are used during the measurement kernel state. Interrupt 1 is receiving
the time intervals from the time sequence generator (CPG3), and interrupt 2 is
prepared for an abort signal given by the CODAS system.

The Starburst auxiliary crate controller is normally in charge of the CAMAC
bus. The measurement data taken by the analog-to-digital converters and the time-to-
digital converters are read by the Starburst using the CAMAC bus. The data are
elaborated on and the result is written to the memory modules in the CAMAC crate. It
may then at an appropriate time be read by the CODAS data taking system to be
included in the Jet Pulse File. Alternatively the result may be read and evaluated by
special user programs in the host system. During set-up and calibration of the system
it is necessary to work in an interactive mode. The program is prepared for interactive
operations and has been used in this way during the development of the instrument in
the laboratory. Further details about the different kernel and user states will be given
later in this document.

2.1. The Starburst Auxiliary CAMAC Controller
The Starburst auxiliary CAMAC controller, ACC 2180, is manufactured and
delivered by CES1. It contains a J-ll microprocessor from Digital Equipment

1 Creative Electronic System S.A., Route du Pont Butin 70, Petit Lancy CH 1213, Geneva,
Switzerland.
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Corporation. The processor is essentially a PDP-11/70 with a memory reachable from
the CAMAC bus. A short manual is supplied by CES [4]. Information about the
general programming and handling of the computer can be found in the DEC D O 11
manual [1]. It is a preliminary documentation but a final edition has not been issued
according to CES. The processor is fast and offers several advanced options. We will
here briefly discuss the options used in this application.

The processor has two sets of registers. One can swap quickly between the
sets but they can not be used simultaneously. The two register sets are used in several
routines in order to increase the data collection efficiency.

The processor has three modes of operation: Kernel, Supervisor and User. To
each mode belongs a memory map and a special stack pointer, register 6. As our
system contains three channels this feature is very convenient. The memory mapping
and the stack pointer is set-up by a prologue in a data taking sequence. Then it is
possible to switch between the three modes of operation simply by changing the
processor mode. The codes for the three channels are in this respect identical. The
differences between the channels are automatically taken care of by the memory
management system which routes the data to the appropriate data area.

The Starburst has three options of on-board memory. We use option l.which
has a memory1 of 128 kbytes or 64 kwords. The program is written in an EPROM
bank2. At start-up of the processor the program is transferred to a working area. The
EPROM is afterwards not used, it is only a safe storage area for the program. If for
some reason the program should be changed it is possible to down-load the whole
program or parts of it by the host after the start-up of the system.

2.2. Memory Out-Line

: Memory layout

i CAMAC
f Word

0
200
400
600
1000
2000
3000
10000
30000
60000
100000
130000
160000

:
»r

BUS
Byte

0
400
1000
1400
2000
4000
6000
20000
60000
140000
200000
260000
340000

L7760000

Length Purpose
Bytes

400
400
400
400
2000
2000
12000
40000
60000
40000
60000
60000
40000
20000

Victors
Kernel »tack
User stack
Supervisor stack
Spar* - (Parameters)
Buffers
Spare
Programs
(ADC data detector 0), kernel
EPROM-Programs
(ADC data detector 1), supervisor
(ADC data detector 2), user
Unused
I/O page

The memory is used somewhat differently in different parts of the program. Here we
present the general layout common to all programs. The address in the PDP-11

2Actually two EPROMs, one for low bytes and one for high bytes
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computers are normally given in bytes. However, the Starburst uses addresses in word
for the access to the Starburst memory bank. Here we use the internal byte concept
&nd write the octal byte addresses. Should any area be accessed by the CAMAC bus
the address must be divided by two.

The lowest area is the vector area. All unused vectors point to the error
routine. The three stacks for kernel, user and supervisor are 400, bytes each. The area
from 2000 to 4000 is used to store the parameters to be transferred to the CAMAC
memories. The details will be given in chapter 4 (page 18). The buffers for the host
and the Teletype are placed at 4000 to 6000. The program is stored in the EPROM
area, 140000 to 200000. At start-up it is transferred by an EPROM routine to the
program work area 20000 to 40000. Three data areas are available. They are placed at
the addresses 60000 to 140000, 200000 to 260000 and 260000 to 340000. The areas
are dimensioned to store 1 kwords of three byte data words.

Finally, the area 340000 to 400000 is unused and as usually in the PDP
computers there is an input-output page at the highest addresses.

The memory management registers are given in the table below. However,
we will not go into the details of the use of these. They are described in the DCJ11
Microprocessor User's guide.

; Memory management definitions
MMR0-
KMR1-
MKR2-
MMR3-
UZPDR-
UDPDR-
UZPAR-
UDPAR-
SZPDR-
SDPDR-
SZPAR-
SDPAR-
KIPDR-
KDPDR-
KZPAR-
XDPAR-

177572 }
177574 >
177576 |
172516 ;
177600 f
177620 ;
177640 >
177660 )
172200 {
172220 ;
172240 ;
172260 ;
172300 ;
172320 >
172340 ;
172360 i

Munory management register #0
Memory management register il
Memory management register 12
Memory management register 13
User Z space PDR0 - PDR7
User D space PDR0 - PDR7, not used
User Z space PAR0 - PAR7
User D space PAR0 - PAR7, not used
Supervisor Z space PDR0 - PDR7
Supervisor D space PDR0 - PDR7, not used
Supervisor Z space PAR0 - PAR7
Supervisor D space PAR0 - PAR7, not used
Kernel I space PDR0 - PDR7
Kernel D space PDR0 - PDR7, not used
Kernel Z space PAR0 - PAR7
Kernel D space PAR0 - PAR7, not used

2.3. Communication

Communication Buffers

HOPX-004000;Pointer to host input buffer 4002-4177
ROPO-004200;Pointer to host output buffer 4204-4377
HOFX»004202;M«g"0 indicates that host has received message

TTPI-004400;Pointer to TTY input buffer 4402-4577
TTPO-004600;Pointer to TTY output buffer 4604-4777
TTFL-004602;Flag«0 indicates that output i« finished
SBPO"005000;Pointer to Starburst output buffer 5002-5177
SBPI-005200;Pointer to Starburst input buffer 5202-5377
J
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The buffers for the communication with the Teletype and the host are tabulated
below. The Teletype communication is taken care of by this program. The host
communication, however, must be controlled by the host using the CAMAC bus.
Therefore, these buffers are of interest for the user.

A message from the Starburst to the host is can be fetched by the host using
the following 5 steps:

1) Set the Starburst memory pointer to the host flag.
2) Read the flag. A zero flag value indicates that there is no

message available.
3) Read the buffer. It follows after the flag so just go on

reading with an automatic update of the pointer. It
is recommended to read the whole buffer, it
contains 174, bytes, 63IO words. The message is
ended by a nil byte, which may be us;d in order to
get the length of the string.

4) Reset the memory pointer to the host flag word.
5) Clear the host flag. This tells the Starburst that the

information is fetched by the host.

A routine to get a message from the Starburst to the host may then look like
as follows:

SUBROUTINE GET(SIN,ICH)
C Get a message from the Starburst
c
C ICH is tha number of character! in the •••sag*
C ZCH .LE. O if no aassaga
C

CHARACTER*2 SOURCE
CHARACTER*128 6ZN 1Input string
CHARACTER*126 BUT IOutput atring
ZNTEOER*2 HOPO, HOFL, HOBU IStarburat boat buffar
ZMTE0ER*2 HOP!
XMTE0ER*2 XAO,XA1,XA2 IStarburat ancodad BCNA
COMMON /CCSUB/HOPO,BOFL,HOBU,HOPZ, XAO, XA1, XA2

C
LOGZCAL*2 Q IRaaponaa indicator

C
C Sat HOFL and HOPO

HOFL-'2101'O
HOPO"'2100 O

C
C %•• if thara ia any maaaaga ICH-0 if no awsaaga

SIN-' '
CALL CSSA(17,XAO,HOFL,Q) ISat pointar at HOFL
IF (.HOT.Q) CALL TRERR(i,HOFL)
CALL CSSA(0,XA0,XFLAO,Q) IRaid tha flag
XF (.NOT.Q) CALL TRERR(2,XA0)
XF (XFLAO.tQ.O) THEN IRaturn if no saaiaga
XCH--1
OOTO 99

ENDIF
C
C Oat tha buffar

DO 100 1-1,126,2 ITha buffar follows
Itha flag
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100
c
c oet
c
£

CALL CSSA(O,XAO,SXN(XiX+l),Q)
IF (.MOT.Q) CALL TIICItR(3,ZA0)

CONTINUE

the nuaber of characters

CALL GET*CH(SIN,ICH)

C dttr the flag

C

99

C

1-0
CALL CSSA(17,XA0,IOFL,Q.)
IF (.BOT.Q) CALL IMW(«
CALL CSSA(1«,XA2,X,Q)
XF (.MOT.Q) CALL TRXRR(7

KtTVM
END

,1OFL)

.1)

IRead the whole buffer

1roister at the flag

1Clear it

The number of characters in the string may be calculated by:

SUBROUTINE 6ETNCH(SIN,ICHAR)
INTEGERS SIN(0:63)
INTEGER'S ZCHAR

DO 10 1-0,63
U»SIN(I)/256
IO-SIN(I)-I1*256
XF (XO.EQ.O) THEN
ICBAR-I*2
RETURN

ELSEIF (Il.EQ.O) THEN
ICRARI*21
RETURN

ELSE
ICHAR--1

ENDIF
10 CONTINUE

END

Sending a message, which may be a command, to the Starburst is done in 4
steps:

i ) Open a part of the Starburst host input buffer. The
maximum string length allowed is 174, bytes. Two
CAMAC accesses are needed. First we let the
Starburst memory pointer point to the host input
buffer pointer. Then we set the host input pointer
to the future end of the string.

TANSY » 1 0 - KM5
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SUBROUTINE SEND(SUT,ICH)
C Send a message to the Starburst
c
C ICH is the number of characters in the massage
C
C
C Definitions
C

CHARACTERU28 SIN I Input string from Starburst
CHARACTER*128 SUT 1Output string to Starburst
INTEGER*2 HOPO, HOFL, BOBU IStarburst host buffer

definitions
INTEOER*2 ROPI
INTEOER*2 IAO,IA1,IA2 tStarburst encoded BCNA
COMMON /CCSUB/HOP0,B0FL,IOBU,HOPI,XA0,XAl,XA2

C
LO0ICAL*2 Q {Response indicator

C
C Send the buffer
C

BOFL-'2101'0
HOPO-'2100 0
IF (ICH.OT.124) ICH-124 ILimit the transfer
CALL CSSA(17,XA0,HOPI,Q) (Point at the pointer
IF (.NOT.Q) CALL TRERR(8,H0PI+l)
I-'4000'O + 2 + ICH +1 ICalc the buffer end

Ipoint
CALL CSSA(16,IA0,X,Q) land put it into the

(pointer
IF (.NOT.Q) CALL TRERR(9,IA2)
OO 100 X-1,XCH+1,2 (Write the string,

1maybe one too much
CALL CSSA(16,IA0,SUT(I:I+l),Q)
IF (.NOT.Q) CALL TRERR(10,IA2)

100 CONTINUE
2-0
CALL CSSA(16,IA0,I,Q) (Clear two bytes to

(mark a sure end
IF (.NOT.Q) CALL TRERR(11,IA2)

C
C Make a software interrupt in the slave
C

CALL CSSA(25,XA1,I,Q) (Attention, please
C

RETURN
END

C

2) Write the string. Note that the Starburst pointer is
automatically updated. As we only can write
whole words there may be one byte too much.
That overflow of the opened part of the buffer is
ignored by the Starburst host input routine.

3) Terminate the string with a nil word.
4) Make a software intemipt in order to start up the Starburst

input routine.

TANSY •• 11 •- KM5
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2.4. Software Layout
The program is written in assembler code. Two versions are supplied with the system.
The only difference between the versions is the branch which is denoted AA for the A
branch and BB for the B branch. The system contains 12 modules. These modules are
included in the main module KMSSA listed below. A listing of the complete
compiled program is given in an appendix to this document. The programs are burned
into EPROMs delivered with the system.

The program sections are written ir several source modules. They are
included in a main source file according to the following list:

•TITLE KM5SA
;.NLIST

.PSECT KMSSA
; The KM5 data collection program for

STARBURST
VERSION - 6
BRANCH « "AA

Created by Oudnvar Qroaahoeg 29-MAV-89

.INCLUDE /KDEF.MAC/ ; Program definitions

Address adjustment,
BEGIN: .BLKW 10000

not uaad part of tha load modul*

.INCLUDE

. INCLUDE

.INCLUDE

.INCLUDE

.INCLUDE

.INCLUDE

.INCLUDE

.INCLUDE

.INCLUDE

.INCLUDE

.INCLUDE
KM5END: .END

/KCMDR.MAC/ }
/KXDLE.MAC/ ;
/KAMP.MAC/ t

/KTXM.MAC/ ;
/KTAM.MAC/ ;

/KSTART.MAC/ >
/KMEAS.MAC/ >
/KODT.MAC/ >
/KSET.MAC/ »
/KINT.MAC/ J
/KSUB.MAC/ >

Command raaolvar
Idle routine
Amplitude calibration
»routine

Time calibration routine
Time and amplitude
»calibration routine

Start up routine
Measure routine
Go to ODT
SET routine
Interrupt routines
Subroutines

TANSY --12 » KM5
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3. The Electronic Units

The Starburst auxiliary computer is in charge of one CAMAC crate. The electronic
modules in a controlled crate will be listed and the corresponding access methods will
be discussed in this chapter.

Sloi number
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1

0
1
1

1
2

1
3

1
4

1
5

1
6

1
7

1
8

1
9

2
0

2
1

2
2

2
3

2
4

2
5

Module names

C
T
M
1

c
p
R
1

c
c
T
4

c
M
E
5

CTD
1
0

CAD
9
0

CTD
1
1

CAD
9
1

CTD
1
2

CAD
9
2

c
M
E
9
0

c
M
E
9
1

c
M
E
9
2

s
T
A
R
B

CODAS
modules

Figure 2. The CAMAC Crate

The module names used in the program are given in figure 2. The names are
JET standard names. In some modules an extra digit has been added in order to be
able to distinguish between modules of the same type.

The timer module CTM1 is used in the measurement state in order to control
the timing of the measurement cycle. The input-output register CPR1 is used as a
driver to the MIMIC system. One input line is used for the CODAS STANDBY
signal. The sealer module CCT4 and the memory CMES attached to it is not taken
care of by the Starburst program. The three groups of a combination of a time-to-
digital and an amplitude-to-digital converter are the main parts of the system. The
Starburst is listening to the LAM signals. At appropriate times it picks up the
information, elaborates on it and places the result in the Starburst memory or the three
CME9 memory modules connected to the CAMAC bus.
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The position of the modules is essential. The program must be changed and
re-compiled for a new arrangement of the modules. Module addresses and LAM
masks are defined in the KDEF.MAC program module.

The definitions of the LAMs and the CAMAC registers are given below.

LAM bit
CADOL-
CAD1L-
CAD2L-
CADSL-

CTDOL"
CTDlt-
CTD2L»
CTDSL"

patterns
000200
004000
100000
073577

000040
001000
020000
156737

»Bit pattern for CAD0 LAM
{Bit pattern for CADI LAM
»Bit pattern for CAD2 LAM
;Maak for Starburat LAM,
; the invers* of the sum of the above

1Bit pattern for CTD0 LAM
»Bit pattern for CTD1 LAM
»Bit pattern for CTD2 LAM
»Maak for Starburat LAM,
} the inverse of the sum of the above

CAMAC registers
CAMAC-
CAMFUN-
CAMSTA-
CAMINT-

164000
166000
166002
166004

{CAMAC base
}CAMAC function
;CAMAC Status
;CAMAC interrupt

3.1. The Timer Module CTM1
The timer module in position 1 is used only in the measurement
kernel state. It should be set up by the CODAS gap tree and two of
the four channels are used for the control of the calibration and the
measurement states. The third channel gives a signal to the pulse
generator CPG3 placed in another CAMAC crate (crate CCC). The
fourth channel is not used.

Some control of the CTM1 is done by Starburst in order to
ensure a proper measurement cycle. At the start of the calibration the
calibration state is SET. Normally this is done at the end of a cycle
but it is possible to go into the calibration state from e.g. an abort
condition. The CTM1 is then not properly set by CODAS and
therefore Starburst takes over the control.

The state of the CTM1 channels are read once every second
by the clock interrupt routines. The result of the investigation is used
for the control of the program flow. This will be further described in
chapter 4.
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3.2. The Input-Output Register CPR1
The output register is used for signal information about the program status. It is
designed to be used for control of the MIMIC in the CODAS system. A module used
for test purposes is delivered with the system.

The definitions of the 16 bits are given below.

The
bit
bit
bit
bit
bit
bit
bit
bit
bit
bit
bit
bit
bit
bit
bit
bit

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

output register
kernel ID stat*
kernel NE stat*
kernel AM stat*
kernel TI stat»
kernel TA state
•BT option if on
Mot used
Run calibration (ME,AM,TA, or TI)
Wait or bait after calibration (ME,AK,TA, or TZ)
Run measurement during Pulse (ME only)
Wait after measurement during Pulse (ME only)
Not used
CTM1 control - BTCON-CT
STANDBY control > 8TCON-SB
Manual control - STCON-MA
Error nessagas - ERP "IE

The bits 0 to 4 indicate the program kernel states. Only one of these is on.
Bit 5 indicates that the SET option is used. It may be on at any time. Bit 7 to 10
indicate the program user states. The kernel state ME has four possible states but the
other kernel states have only two. The bits 12 to 14 indicate the control method used
in kernel state ME and bit 15 indicates if measured inaccurate events shall be included
in the data output stream.

Only one bit is used in the input register. It is used by the measurement
routine in the STANDBY control mode. Calibration will only be done during
CODAS STANDBY if this mode is used.

3.3. The Time- and Analog-to-Digital Converters
The converters are the key part of the instrumentation. They are used
in different ways depending on the program kernel state. In the
measurement state the set-up should be done by the host system.
However, in the calibration modes the set-up is done by the
Starburst.

The LAM system is used to indicate that information is
available. The LAM interrupt system is not used but the program
inspects the LAM status regularly and starts the program sequence if
any of the LAM signals are on.

The Time-to-Digital converters are the controlling units if
they are used. These units are faster than the Analog-to-Digital
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converters. They are furthermore implemented in the hardware so that they lock the
respective input channel until the information is fetched. The time bins of the TDCs
are always set at 10/128=0.078125 ns. The internal stop is set at 320 ns.

The ADCs are set-up for a full amplitude conversion into 8000 channels. The
conversion time is much longer than the TDC conversion time. Therefore, we first
fetch and elaborate on the TDC data in order to let the ADC conversion run
simultaneously.

The data fetching program checks all the channels simultaneously. For dead-
time corrections it is important that no channel is treated favourably. Therefore all the
TDC-LAMs are read into a register. The register is then checked for the occurrence of
a LAM attention state.

3.4. The Memories

• % •

Three memory modules are used in the system in addition to the internal
memory bank of the Starburst. In the measurement state the memory
modules are combined into a 192 kword memory. The word length is
three bytes but only two bytes are used by the CODAS system.
Therefore, the measurement state uses the memory modules as a list of
up to 192 k of 16-bit words.

The calibration programs use the memory modules in the
histogram mode. As a special host program must be written it is
possible to use 24-bits histogram cells.
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Figure 3. Measurement Control

4. The Measurement State
The measurement state is
reached from the idle state by
the ME command. It contains
four user states CA
(calibration), WC (wait after
calibration), PU
(measurement during a JET
pulse), and WP (wait after
JET pulse). To each state

belongs a clock giving the time of the state in seconds. Transfer from one state to
another can be done only once every second as determined by the Starburst internal
clock.

Coming from the
idle state the program
passes through a set-up
phase. The calibration
areas in the Starburst
memory and the
corresponding sequence
counters are cleared before
the program enters the
calibration state prologue.

The measurement
state has three options:
manual, CTM1 control,
and STANDBY control.
The options are set by the
parameter CON having the
values MA, CT, and SB,
respectively. The manual
option is the basic one. It
contains several commands
that may be used during
tests of the system. The
two other options are
designed for automatic
control from CTM1 and
CPR1. Only a subset of the
commands are
implemented for automatic
control.

The result of a measurement are placed in the CME9 memories. The list
contains parameters, calibration data and measurement data. The measurement data
may or may not contain information about erroneous events as determined by the
control parameter ERP. The result may be read by the host system during the WP
state.

Table

Old state

CA-calibration

WA-wait after
calibration

RP-run pulse
measurement

WP-wait after
pulse

2. Measurement

Legal
command

HA-halt

BE-begin pulse
measurement

QU-quit

CO-continue
calibration
AB-abort

BE-begin pulse
measurement
PR-proceed

AB-abort

HA-halt

QU-quit

PR-proceed
AB-abort

CO-continue

BE-begin pulse
measurement

control

New state

WA-wait after
calibration

RP- run pulse
measurement

Return to kernel
state ID

CA-calibration

CA-calibration
RP-run pulse
measurement
RP-run pulse
measurement

CA-calibration

WP-wait after
pulse

Return to kernel
state ID

CA-calibration
CA-calibration
RP-run pulse
measurement
RP-run pulse
measurement
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4.1. Manual Control

The manual control is designed for test purposes. It is at the same time the base for
the automatic options. The available commands are defined in table 2.

4.1.1. The Amplitude Calibration State

The calibration state starts with a fake start of CTM1. The unit is used during manual
control in order to have a well defined state of CTM1 which controls the modules
external to the CAMAC crate. As an alternative it is possible to control the turnover
to the calibration state manually by using the calibration position of the switches on
the Gate Keepers [4].

The ADCs are set up for a calibration measurement, the data buffers of the
ADCs and the TDCs are cleared, and the LAMs and the LAM masks are defined for
data taking ignoring the TDCs. Finally, before entering the data taking routine, the
Starburst general registers are preset as pointers to the most often used memory
words.

The data taking starts when any of the three ADCs have a full buffer. The
buffer length is set by a jumper on each ADC. All the ADCs are then read one after
the other. It was found during the tests that it was not possible to read the ADCs
independently of each other. During long calibration runs there is a possibility that an
ADC terminates without giving a LAM indication. It happens very seldom but in
order to get rid of the problem we read all the ADCs and restart them.

The data are stored in histogram mode (8192 channels for each ADC) in the
Starburst memory. The word length is 16 bits. A special routine has been developed
to ensure that there are always statistically good data available. When any of the
channels above channel 100 overflows, the whole area is divided by two. The number
of overflows are counted in a calibration sequence counter. The counter stops at
65535. The counter value may be used in order to calculate the statistical accuracy of
the data. The process saturates from the statistical point of view after a few
calibration sequences [5].

The most important parts of the data, the calibration peaks and their
surroundings, will be transferred to the CAMAC memory modules during the
beginning of the WP-state. However, it is possible at that time to read the whole
calibration areas by the host using the CAMAC bus access to the Starburst memory
bank. The positions of the calibration data areas in the Starburst as seen from the
CAMAC bus access are:

CAD90 30000, to 50000,
CAD91 100000, to 120000,
CAD91 130000, to 150000,

A routine that may be used to read the data area from the host is given
below;
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JOataword for CSSA
IControl block for CFUBC
IDataword for CFSA

PROGRAM STSAVE
C

INTEGER* 2 CHAN,C*ATE,XNI I Channel, »lave crate t
Isubaddress

INTEGER*4 XD
INTEGERS CB(4),CBU<4)
INTEGER*4 XID.IW
LOGICAL*2 Q

C
CHARACTER*20 PXLD
INTEGER*4 ZDB(128)

C
C Definitions for the slave Starburst
C

INTEGER*2 CCS IStarburst station
INTEGZR*2 CCO,CC1,CC2,CC3 ISubaddrasses for Starburst
INTEGER*2 CC4,CC5,CC6

C
XH-65536

C
C Set crate according to branch
C

CRATE-1
C ~ C
Prepare the CAMAC operations
C

CALL CDSET(CHAN,21)
CCS-21

(Master in pos 21

C Get the subaddresses
C

CALL CDREG(CCO,0,CRATE,CCS,0)
CALL CDREG(CC1,O,CRATE,CCS,1)
CALL CDREG(CC2,0,CRATE,CCS,2)
CALL CDREG(CC3,0fCRATE,CCS,3)
CALL CDREG(CC4,0,CRATE,CCS,4)
CALL CDREG(CC5,0,CRATE,CCS,5)
CALL CDREG(CC6,0,CRATE,CCS,6)

C
CALL CDREG(ICPOI,O,CRATE,18,0)
CALL CDREG(ICDAT,0,CRATE,18,1)

{Starburst station,
I Crate Controller

IGet function code for
(memory pointer and
(memory data

C Read and write three files of data and three files of
C parameters
C

DO 390 XPD-0,2
C
CC
C
C Set the memory pointer in Starburst
C

IF (XPD.EQ.O) THEN
XD- '030000'0
FILD-'DUlf[6,1]SOXXX.A1D'

ELSEIF (XPD.EQ.l) THEN
XD- '100000 0
FILD-'DU1116,1]S1XXX.AID'

ELSEXF (IPD.EQ.2) THEN
XD- '130000'O
FXLD-'DU1:(6,1)S2XXX.A1D'

ELSE
PAUSE ' E r r o r '

ENDIF
C
C
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C Save the data i n channels (0-80191)
C

WRITE(5,*)' Sava raaul ta i n ',PXLD

OPEN(UUIT-2,HLE-riU>,STATUS-1NEW1,RECL-128,BLOCKSIZE-1024,
& PORM>'UNFORMATTED',INITIALSIZE-65,ERR»900)

C
CB(1)-128
CB(2)-0
CB(3)-0
CB(4)-0
CBU(1)»64
CBU(2)-0
CBU(3)-0
CBU(4)»0
WRITE(5,' A,I6)') ' Transfarrad words • ',0
DO 320 1-1,64
CALL CSSA(17,CC0,ID,Q) ISat pointar at anparea
IF (.NOT.Q) CALL TRERR(5,ID)
ID-ID+128
CALL CFUBC(O,CCO,IDB,CB)
IP (CB(2).NE.128) CALL TR£RR(6,CB(2))

C
WRITE(2) (IDB(K),K-1,128)
WRITE(5,'(A,X6)') ' + Tranafarrad word» • ',1*128

320 CONTINUE
CLOSE(2)

390 CONTINUE
CALL EXIT

C
C Opan arror
C
900 WRITE(5,*) ' Open failure'

C
C

END
C

SUBROUTINE TRERR(I,J)
WRITE(5,*) ' Transfer arror ',1,3
RETURN
END

4.1.2. The Wait-after-Calibration State

A halt command (HA) ends the calibration state and steps the program to the wait-
after-calibration state (WA). This is a pure wait loop, Starburst is only waiting for the
next command. It is possible to continue the calibration (CO) or proceed to the pulse-
measurement state (PR or BE). The wait-after-calibration state may be by-passed
using the begin command in the calibration state.

During the wait state the system may be set up by the host computer. ADCs
and TDCs may be set to the values :o be used during the pulse-measurement state.
This is also a proper time to change Starburst parameters, if considered to be
necessary. If no settings are done the system will keep the previous settings. The
wait-after-calibration state is the proper time for the CODAS pre-pulse.
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4.1.3. The Pulse Measurement State

The pulse-measurement state begins with a prologue. The memory modules are
cleared and checked. If the memory modules are not responding correctly the system
will go over to the idle state. It is not possible to run the system with malfunctioning
memories. A message will be displayed at the terminal or placed in the host buffer.

The memories are organized. Memory pointers are calculated for the
parameter area, the calibration data area etc. according to the memory definition
given later. Register pointers are calculated, time overflow and error counters are
cleared. The prologue ends with a wait loop (wait for start of CTM1) which is by-
passed in the manual mode of operation.

The data taking part of the pulse-measurement state starts with a test loop
containing only three instructions. All the TDCs LAM signals are read and tested
simultaneously followed by a branch back to the LAM signal reading. The branch is
changed by the command shell at the time of turnover to another state. The priority
level is zero in order to let other tasks (the internal clock, the timing interrupt, and the
terminal or host communication) be able to compete. The LAMs are read only once
for each cycle. The word read contains information about all LAMs active at the time
of reading. The channels corresponding to those LAMs will be elaborated on before a
new test of the LAM status is done. This means that no channel has higher priority
than any of the other ones, an important point for dead-time corrections.

As soon as the channel corresponding to the LAM is identified the priority is
increased to 7, the highest possible, and kept there until the end of the routine. The
time information is fetched from the TDCs. If it is inside the software time limits the
event is accepted otherwise the whole information is rejected and the TDC and the
ADC are restarted. The number of cases with time information lower than the low
time limit are counted. Only these not registered counts have an influence on the time
shielding correction.

The neutron detector number and the hit pattern are read. The hit pattern is
checked for a single hit. The TDC contains a bit for this purpose. However, it is not
reliable as it does not cover all multiple hit possibilities. We use an array of legal hit
patterns and compare the fetched one against the one corresponding to the detector
number given by the TDC. An error will be counted and reported in the datastream
provided error reports have been requested by the ERP parameter.

Now the ADC is read. The information may be missing if e.g. the amplitude
is outside the amplitude hardware limits. Again the error is reported but only if so
requested by the ERP variable.

The ERP report option is included mostly for test purposes. All information
necessary for the evaluation of the data is available in the data stream. The error
reports may be overwhelming at e.g. high count rates in the neutron-detectors.

Finally the ADC and the TDC are restarted before the data of the event are
read into the memory. At this point the data taking channel is released and a new data
taking cycle may be started by the hardware. The Starburst program still has to do the
final arrangement of the data and read it into the memory modules on the CAMAC
bus.The organisation is:
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A normal event
Bit #

word 1
word 2

15
0
n

14
p
n

13
p
n

12
a
n

11

1

10

t

9

t

8

t

7

/

6
a

5
0

4

a
3
a

2
a

1
a

0
a

0 ====> Indicates that this is a correct event,
p.p ===> proton detector number (0,2),

==> a 13 bit amplitude information,
==> neutron detector number,
==> a 12 bit time information.

An erroneous event
Bit #

word 1
word 2
word 3

15
/

A

14

A

13

A

12

A

n

A

10

t

A

9

A

8

h

1

A

6

A

5
a

A

4

/

3

t

2

t

1

t

0

/

7 ====> Indicates that this is not a correct event,
p-p s s=> proton detector number (0,2),
a-a ===> a 13 bit amplitude information,
e-e ===> error indicator: 0001=multi-hit, 0010=amplitude missing,
/./ ====> a 12 bit time information,
h-h====> a 16 bit neutron detector hit pattern.

Ar time intervals given by an interrupt signal from CPG3 a time marker
word is inserted. As only three detectors are present in the system and a two bit word
gives four alternatives we can use the bits 14 and 13 in the first word of the
information package as an indication of the time marker package. The time marker
package has the following format:

Bir #

word 1
word 2
word 3
word 4

15
0

14
;

13
7

The
10

time marker
9 | 8 | 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 C

internal clock in ticks
time overflow counts channel 0
time overflow counts channel 1
time overflow counts channel 2

The internal clock values may be used to check the time markers for missing
interrupts. During the test period it has never failed. The tick frequency of the internal
clock is 800 ticks per second. 12 bits correspond to 4096 which means that the
counter will wrap around every 5.12 seconds.

The time overflow counts are the number of events with times lower than the
low time interval software limit. They may be used for time shielding corrections.
The counters are cleared by the time marker routine.
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4.1.4. The W ait-after-Pulse State

In the prologue of the wait-after-pulse state the additional data, parameters and
calibration data are transferred to the memories. During the final wait loop the host
computer system is expected to fetch the data from the memories.

The routine is started by a halt command (HA) in the pulse measurement
state. The pulse measurement may be restarted by begin (BE) or continue (CO). The
normal step, however, is to use proceed (PR) to restart the calibration.

First the parameters are transferred. They are placed at the beginning of the
first memory. Only the parameters valuable for the evaluation of the measurement are
transferred. The complete list is given later.

Then the amplitude calibration data are transferred. It is possible to select
three intervals for each of the three channels. Finally, the program is suspended in a
loop waiting for next command.

4.2. The CAMAC Memory Content

The data in the memory modules are defined in the following table. The parameters
and the calibration data are always in the first memory. The measurement data
occupies the remaining part and at most the two other memories. The areas have
interna! names used in the program. Most of them are available using the SET
routine. Some parameters are scaled in order to fit into a 16 bit word. Therefore, the
units sometimes may look a little bit odd. A full list of the parameters available in the
SET routine is given in chapter 6.

The parameters may be fetched or changed directly using the CAMAC bus
access. The parameter area starts at the external address 1000, (internal 2000,) and
covers 24510 words.

Table 3. Stored Parameters

Word#

0
i
2

3

4

5
6

Internal
name

VRS
BRN
OPT

ATCALDA

ATMESDA

MUS
MEN

SET
name
(VRS)'
(BRN)
OPT

-

•

-
MEN

Units

-
•

#

Description

Version number of this program, now 6
Branch A or B (AAorBB)
A reference number. Increase this number each
time the parameter list is updated. Keep a list
of the parametes for future reference.
A pointer giving the word number of the firs;
word of the calibration data area
A pointer giving the word number of the firs:
word of the measurement data.
CAMAC address of last memorv
Memory number = 0,1,2, or 3 .3 indicates thar
all memorv modules are full

variable may be changed but it will be reset to the default value when transferred to the
CAMAC memory.
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Word#
7
8
9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19
20
21
22
23

24-39
4C-55

56-71
72-87
88 -103

104 -119

120 -135
136-151

152-167

168 -183

184 -186
187-189
190 • 192
193 -195
196 • 198
199 - 201
202 - 204
205 - 207

Internal
name

MPO
MSY
MJP

cmo)

CLUD

CLL(2)

CLH(0)

CLH(l)

CLH(2)

CSN(O)

CSN(l)

CSN(2)

CSC
CMC
CMV
CMP
CMW
ND1
NDL

NDA
NDP
NLL

NUL

NDB
NT0

NT1

NT2

PDI
PDX
PDY
PDY
PLL
PDB
PDT
PDE

SET
name

MPO
MSY
MJP

CIK0)

CLL(1)

CIK2)

CLH(0)

CLH(l)

CLH(2)

CSN(O)

CSN(l)

CS.V2)

CSC
CMC
CMV
CMP
CMW
ND1
NDL

NDA
NDP
NLL

NUL

NDB
NTO

NT1

NT2

PDI
PDX
PDY
PDY
PLL
PDB
PDT
PDE

Units

word*
«

kwords

channel #

channel #

channel #

channel #

channel #

channel #

counts

counts

counts

ticks
seconds
seconds
seconds
seconds

#
mm 10

deg./lOO
dee/100

mV

mV

V
ns'100

ns'100

ns'100

#
mm'10
mm/10
mm/10

mV
V

ns'100
eV/10ch

Description

Memory pointer = last word stored + 1
Number of memory modules in the system = 3
Data length in JET file. It may happen that
CODAS consider this data area too long. Here
the tctual area fetched should be noted.
Firs' channel in the first stored region of the
amplitude calibration areas.
First channel in the secc nd stored region of the
amplitude calibration areas.
First channel in the third stored region of the
amplitude calibration areas.
Last channel in the first stored region of the
amplitude calibration areas.
Last channel in the second stored region of the
amplitude calibration areas.
Last channel in the third stored region of the
amplitude calibration areas.
Number of times the detector 0 amplitude area
has been divided bv two
Number of times the detector 1 amplitude area
has been divided bv two
Number of times the detector 2 amplitude area
has been divided bv two
Time ticks at storage time (<800)
Last calibration state active time
Last wait-after-calibration state active time
Last pulse measurement state active time
Last wait-after-pulse state active time
Identification numbers of the neutron detectors
Length from foil centre to the front of the
neutron detector
The azimuth angles of the neutron detectors
The elevation angles of the neutron detectors
Settings of neutron detector lower level
discriminators
Settings of neutron detector upper level
discriminators
Bias (high voltage) for the neutron detectors
Time offsets relative to proton-detector 0 for
the neutron detectors
Time offsets relative to proton-dettctor 1 for
the neutron detectors
Time offsets relative to proton-detector 2 for
the neutron detectors
Identification numbers for the proton detectors
X-coordinate for the proton detectors
Y-coordinate for the proton detectors
Z-coordinate for the proton detectors
Discriminator level for the proton detectors
Bias (high voltage) for the proton detectors
Time offset for the proton detectors
Energy per channel for the proton detectors
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Word#

208 -210
211-213

214-216
217-219
220-222

223
224
225
226

227

228
229 - 245

246 =
ATCALDA

to
ATMESDA-l

ATMESDA
to

MEN*216

+
MPO-1

Internal
name

PEO
PEA

PEP
TLL
TUL
FTH

TMP
NSC
CDO

ERC

SPR

SET
name

PEO
PEA

PEP
TLL
TUL
FTH

TMP
NSC
CDO

ERC(O)

ERC(l)
SPR

Units

eVIO
keV

keV
ns
ns

mg'dm^

counts
#

counts

counts

•

Description

Energv offset for the proton detectors
Equivalent energy of the Americium alpha
peak
Equivalent energy of the pulse generator peak
Lower level measurement time limit
Upper level measurement time limit
Foil thickness

Number of time markers in the file
Number of sealers used
Count down factor for the sealers used for the
neutron detectors
Number of erroneous events, a four byte word,
these are the two lowest bytes

Number of erroneous events, hieh bvtes
Spare area requested by Piet van Belle

Amplitude calibration area

Measurement data area

4.3. The CTM1 Control Option

CTM1 CONTROL
Starbunl

CFG

C T M 1 -

C T M I - :

C T M l - l

Codas

Colibr.
3

3
i'.tsitittssitt
'.,••••••••••••

Wait Measure 1 Wait

1

pmtitttiitfttii

Colibr

nun

Figure 4. CTM1 Control
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The pulse generator produces the time sequence for the time intervals in Starburst and
the sealers. The time intervals in CTMl must be properly set by the host with no
overlap of channels 1 and 2. The Starburst program interferes only at the beginning of
the calibration state at which time it sets the CTMl in calibration mode using a
1 microsecond time interval. The output signals are disabled.

The CTMl unit is setup by the host system during the pre-pulse. Three
channels are used. Channel 1 controls the run-pulse state of Starburst, channel 2
controls the calibration state and channel 3 gives the start pulse for the pulse-
generator CPG3. The automatic control uses only two commands, halt (HA) and
Proceed (PR). The commands are given by the clock routines. There is one clock
routine for each user state. The active clock routine checks the state of CTMl once
every second and acts according to the state of the unit.

Table 4. CTMl Control

Active user
state

Reset CTMl channel 1
to state 1

CA
Calibration

WA
Wait after calibration

Wait until CTMl
channel 1 is equal to 1

RP
Run measurement during

pulse

WP
Wait after measurement

during pulse

Restart CA

Clock
routine

If CTMl status equal
to 0 then give command

HA
If CTMl running then

give command PR

If CTMl channel 1
status equal to 2 then

give command
HA

If i'Ml channel 1
status equal to 2 then

give corr.-nand
PR

CTMl
Channel

1 2
1

1

0

0

1

2

2

0

0

0

0

0

0

I

pulse.

Only two of
the CTMl output
signals are used by
the external electron-
ics. Channel 1 con-
trols the Gate Keeper
module. A high TTL
signal sets the exter-
nal electronics in the
calibration mode.
Therefore, the CTMl
channel one should
be set up to give an
inverted output sig-
nal. The calibration
rc.itir.e disables the
output signals giving
a high TTL signal as
the default case.
Channel 3 starts the
CPG3 using a high

The cycle stans in the calibration state. At the time of the pre-pulse from the
host the CTMl is reset causing the program to go over to the wait-after-calibration
state. The pre-pulse should also set up the TDCs, the ADCs, and the sealers. The
CODAS start pulse stans the CTMl. At the measurement start4 the channel 1
switches the external electronics to the measurement state, CPG3 is started by the
channel 3 signal and the data taking starts. The first event in each channel might be
wrong.

During the wait-after-pulse state the memory modules are intended to be
read by the host system. A short time should be given to the Starburst in order to fill
in the parameters in the list memories. Four memory modules may contain data, the
sealer memory and the three list data memories. No other action is necessary. At the
time set by channel 2 the system will return to the calibration state.The cycle may be

4Normally at 40 seconds, december 1990.
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aboned at any time. An interrupt signal stops the operation in this state and restarts
the calibration.

4.4. The STANDBY Control Option

SB - CONTROL
ISUrkarat

CPO

CTMI-

Colibr.
3

!

W

SuRttmiiiiHiiinHlH

Bad

• •
r-

£flli

\ mm
ItllliaitnHHI | |

Figure 5. STANDBY Control

Table 5. Stand-bv Control
Active user state

Reset CTM1 channel 1
to state 1

CA
Calibration

WA
Wait after calibration

Wait until CTM1
channel 1 is equal to 1

RP
Run measurement during

pulse

WP
Wait after measurement

during pulse

Clock routine

If STANDBY equal to
off then give command

HA
If CTM1 running then

give command PR
else if STANDBY equal

to on give command
AB

If CTM1 channel 1
status equal to 2 then

give command
HA

else if STANDBY equal
to on give command

AB
If STANDBY equal to

on give command
AB

CTM1
Channel

1 2
1

1

0

0

1

2

0

0

0

0

0

0

by the start-up and end-of-pulse periods of the
is in the wait-after-calibration state before the
be set by the GAP system in any order.

The STANDBY
control option is
the recommended
option. It uses the
CODAS
STANDBY signal
as an indicator for
the calibration
state. However, a
necessary condi-
tion is that CO-
DAS sends the
STANDBY signal
between each
pulse.

Two facts
may be em-
phasized as rea-
sons for the use of
this option. The
calibration state is
on only during the
CODAS STAND-
BY state. There-
fore, it is free
from noise created

JET pulse. Furthermore, the Starbursi
pre-pulse. Therefore, the modules can
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The sequence starts in the calibration state. As soon as the STANDBY signal
shifts from on to off the Starburst goes over to the wait-after-calibration state. It is
assumed that a pre-pulse should follow and at some later time a start signal that starts
the CTMl. In order to have a good synchronization the run-pulse sequence waits in a
loop until CTMl signals the beginning of the measurement. The end of measurement
is reached at the beginning of state 2 of CTMl channel 1 and the wait-after-pulse
state is entered.

Now the system is free to be read by the host. It should be emphasized that
there is normally only one way out of this state. The program waits here until the
STANDBY signal is on. At that time the calibration sequence is re-entered.

The program is checking the STANDBY condition in all states. This means
that it is possible to reach the calibration state from any other state. In this respect
turning the STANDBY signal on will give the same action as an abort interrupt.
However, the abort interrupt function is also active. This gives the host system an
alternative way to reset the sequence. An abort interrupt with STANDBY off will
give a one second calibration followed by the wait-after-calibration state. It will stay
in the wait-after-calibration state until the STANDBY signal goes on.
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5. The Kernel Calibration States
Three calibration routines are included in the system for calibration purposes. They
are all supposed to be run in an interactive mode by the host system. They are started
from the idle state using the commands AM, TI, and TA for amplitude calibration,
time calibration and time-amplitude calibration, respectively.

All the calibration routines have the same structure. At the start-up of the
routines the ADCs and TDCs are set up to the predetermined settings which should
not be changed by the host system. The memory modules are cleared and the
calibration is started. A halt command (HA) gives a turnover to the wait state. At this
time the result may be read by the host. The calibration may then continue using the
run (RU) command or be stopped using the quit (QU) command. All memory
modlies work in the histogram mode. They are not cleared at the turnover from the
wait to the run state. The correct way to restart a new calibration is to quit the present
using the QU-command and then restart the calibration using the command AM, Tl,
orTA.

The only CAMAC units used are the TDCs, the ADCs and the three
memories. The Gate Keeper must be controlled manually. It should be set to
amplitude measurement in the AM-case and otherwise to time measurement.

A one-word-clock CAC is running during the run user state. It is halted
during the wait state. It is connected to a preset time marker, CPR. The CAC clock is
reset and started at the call to the routine. At the time given by CPR the routine goes
over from the run state to the wait state. A zero value in CPR indicates that no preset
time is set, the run state is on until it is changed manually or by the host.

The clock and the preset time can be read and set by the SET routine. As an
alternative they may be reached directly. The CAC is placed at the external address
2611, and CPR at 2610,.

5.1. The Amplitude Calibration

The purpose of the amplitude
calibration is to calibrate the proton
detectors. The three detector lines are
working in parallel. The three ADCs
and the first memory are used. The
Gate Keepers should be set to
amplitude calibration and it is
recommended to use a buffer length in
the ADCs of 256 words.

The result is stored in
histogram mode in three areas in the
memory, channel 0 in the words 0 to

819110, channel 1 in the words 8192)0 to 16383,0, and channel 2 in the words 163841C

to 2457510. The memory modules use 24 bit words which all may be read and used by
the host system. That is recommended as the pulse rate from the pulse generators is
much higher than the pulse rate of the calibration sources.

Figure 6. Amplitude Calibration
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The data taking is activated by the first LAM signal from any of the ADCs.
The buffers of the ADCs are read one by one. During the time the buffer is read the
actual ADC is disabled. Reading of all the buffers activated by the most active one
ensures that there will be no hang-up problems. During the test of the system the
buffers were activated separately. However, it was found that it might happen that
one of the ADCs filled the buffer without giving a LAM signal. The frequency could
be on the order of once per day or less. The reason for this misbehaviour was never
found but the problem has never occurred after the change of the routine.

5.2. The Time Calibration

I , I , 1 . I Z L

Figure 7. Time Calibration

The amplitude calibration
routine is created for time
calibrations of the system.
However, both the ADCs and
the TDCs are used more or
less in the same way as they
are used during the main
measurement. Therefore, the
routine is valuable as a tool
for checks and adjustments of
the electronic system.

During the run state
the LAM signals from the three TDCs are tested simultaneously. The routines
belonging to the LAM signals being on at the time of reading are run. First the
detector number and hit pattern are read. The event is skipped if the double hit bit in
the TDC is set. Otherwise, the time information is read and the event is stored in the
memory corresponding to the channel. No software clipping is done.

The memory modules are working as histogram memories. We have 16
detectors with 4096 time channels each. Therefore, we need one memory for each
channel. The data are organized as a 16 by 4096 matrix with the time channel number
as the fast running index.

Although not necessary for the time calibration, the amplitude distributions
are stored as well. They are stored in the Starburst amplitude calibration areas
discussed earlier. However, here we have 24 bits for each channel organized in a
special way. The two lower bytes are stored in a 16 bit word format in the lower part
of the data area. The uppermost 8 bits are stored in a byte array at the top of the data
area. The reason for this organization is that we are able to use the memory
management system for a very quick storage of the data. However, the data must be
reorganized when they are read by the host. A routine to read the areas and reorganize
the data is given below. The channel number of the proton detector is given to the
variable IPD earlier in the program as 0, 1, or 2 for branch A and 3, 4, or 5 for
branch B.
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c

C Save the Starburst amplitude data
c

INTEGER*2 CHAN,CRATE,INI !Channel,slav» crate
INTEGER»4 ID,IDU IDataword for CSSA
INTEGER»2 CB(4),CBU(4) IControl block for CFUBC
INTEGER*4 IID,IW IDataword for CPSA
LOGICAL*2 Q

CHARACTER*16 STR,EXP
CHARACTER*20 6IN,PILD,PILP
INTEGER*4 IDB(128),XDBU(64)

WRITE(5,*)' Save reeults in \FILD
OPEN(UNIT-2,FILE-FILD,STATUS-'NEW',RECL-128,

* BLOCKSIZE-1024,
FORM-'UNFORMATTED',INITIALSIZE-65,ERR-900)

C
C Sat th« memory pointar in Starburat

IF (IPD.EQ.0.OR.IPD.EQ.3) THEN
ID- '030000 0
IDU-'OSOOOO'O

ELSEIF (IPD.EQ..1.OR.IPD.EQ.4) THEN
ID- '100000 O
IDU-'120000'O

ELSEIF (IPD.EQ.2.OR.IPD.EQ.5) THEN
ID- '130000'0
IDU-'150000 O

ELSE
PAUSE 'E'

ENDIF
C

CB(1)-128
CB(2)-0
CB(3)-0
CB(4)-0
CBU(l)-64
CBU(2)-0
CBU(3)-0
CBU(4)-0
WRITE(5, (A,I6)') ' Transferred worda - ',0
DO 320 1-1,64

C
C Sat pointar at amplitude data araa
C

CALL C6SA(17,CC0,ID,O.)
IF (.NOT.Q) CALL TRERR(5,ID)
ID-XD+128
CALL CFUBC<0,CC0,IDB,CB)
IF (CB(2).NE.128) CALL TRERR(6,CB(2))

C
C Sat pointar at upper byte
C

CALL CSSA(17,CC0,IDU,Q)
IF (.NOT.Q) CALL TRERR(6,ID)
IDU-IDU+64
CALL CFUBC(O,CCO,IDBU,CBU)
IF (CBU(2).NE.64) CALL TR£RR(7,CB(2))

C
DO 310 K-1,127,2

J-K/2 + 1
IDB(X) -IDB(K) + IW*MOD(XDBU(J),256)
IDB(K+1)-IDB(K+1) 4 IW*(IDBU(J)/256)

310 CONTINUE
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WRITE(2) (XDB(K),K-1,128)
320 CONTINUE

CLOSE(2)
C
C End of loop
C
390 CONTINUE

5.3. The Time-Amplitude Calibration

» » i i

Figure 8. Time-Amplitude Calibration

A special problem is me
time walk in the constant
fraction discriminator for
the proton detectors. In
order to be able to measure
this, one needs the full
time resolution for several
proton detector amplitudes.
The time-amplitude
routine is created for this
purpose.

The memory, one
for each proton detector

channel, is organized as a 256 by 256 matrix. This means that we only have 256 time
channels. As they should have the full time resolution (10/128 ns/time channel) they
define a time window of 20 ns. A window offset is defined by the parameter TAO.
TAO is given by SET in nanoseconds and converted to time channels in the set-up
part of the routine. An error message is given if TAO is outside the available limits.
The variable must then be set again and the routine must be restarted.

In order to assist the user searching for the correct time setting, the full time
distribution is sampled in the Starburst data areas earlier used for amplitude
distributions. Only half of the areas are used. They can be read using a code similar to
the one given in the previous chapter.

The amplitude distribution is compressed from 8192 to 256 channels.
However, that is sufficient for the time walk calibration.
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6. The SET Routine and the Parameters
The SET routine gives the user the possibility to inspect and set some of the variables.
It may be activated at any time giving the command SET from the terminal or the
host. Some parameters are included only for inspection. However, no write protection
is provided. Therefore, some care is necessary during the use of the SET routine.

The SET routine works as an interrupt routine and steals execution time from
the task in operation. Therefore, it should not be used during high intensity
measurements. However, it steals time only during the SET routine execution phases,
not when it is waiting for a command.

The SET routine indicates its active state by giving a prompter containing
the kernel state and "SET>". A parameter may given. If it is legal it is written at the
terminal or in the host buffer together with the units for the parameter and the actual
value. Now one of four answers may be given:

1) Carriage Return only s> Close this entry and get next
variable.

2) A number and Carriage Return => If a legal number then
put in the number and verify, else give an error
message and verify the old parameter value .

3 ) . and Carriage return s> Verify the parameter again. This
option is valuable if one inspects an internally
updated parameter e.g. a clock.

4) , and Carriage Return => Close the entry and give the
SET prompter. A new parameter entry may be
opened.

The SET routine is closed by a Carriage Return after the prompter. The
letters SET are removed from the prompter.

The available parameters are given in the following list. Several of them are
transferred to the output file by the measurement program option. Those are indicated
in chapter 4.

Table 6. Parameters available in the SET option

Name

VRS

OPT

BRN

Size

i

i

i

Unit

Decimal
number
Decimal
number
Identifi-
cation

Format

Unsigned
integer

Unsigned
integer
ASCII

Description

Version number of this program, now 6

A reference number. Increase this number
each time the parameter list is updated.
Branch A or B (AA oi BB)
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Name
MSY

MJP

MEN

MPO

CLL

CLH

NDI

NDL

NDA

NDP

NLL

NUL

NDB

NTO

NT1

NT2

PDI

PDX

PDY

PDY

PLL

PDB

PDT

PDE

PEO

Size
i

i

i

i

3

3

16

16

16

16

16

16

16

16

16

16

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

Unit
Decimal
number
kbytes

Decimal
number
Decimal
number
Channel
number

Channel
number
Identifi-
cation
mm'10

deg.'lOO

deg.'lOO

mV

mV

V

ns/100

ns/100

ns'100

Decimal
number
mm/10

mm/10

mm'10

mV

V

ns.'lOO

eV/lOch

eVIO

Format
Unsigned

integer
Unsigned

integer

Unsigned
integer

Unsigned
integer

Unsigned
integer

Unsigned
inteeer

Unsigned
integer

Unsigned
inteeer
Signed
integer
Signed
integer
Signed
integer
Signed
integer
Signed
integer
Signed
integer
Signed
integer
Signed
integer

Unsigned
integer
Signed
integer
Signed
integer
Signed
integer
Signed
integer
Signed
integer
Signed
integer
Signed
integer
Signed
integer

Description
Number of memory modules in the system =
3 alwavs.
Data length in JET file. It may happen that
CODAS considers the data area too long.
Here the actual fetched area should be
marked.
Memory number = 0,1,2, or 3 .3 indicates
that all memorv modules are full
Memory pointer = last word stored + 1

Three areas of calibration during
measurement can be stored. These are the
low channel numbers.
and these are the high channel numbers.

Identification numbers of the neutron
detectors.
Length from foil centre to the front of the
neutron detector
The azimuth angles of the neutron detectors

The elevation angles of the neutron detectors

Settings of neutron detector lower level
discriminators
Settings of neutron detector upper level
discriminators
Bias (high voltage) for the neutron detectors

Time offsets relative to proton detector 0 for
the neutron detectors
Time offsets relative to proton detector 1 for
the neutron detectors
Time offsets relative to proton detector 2 for
the neutron detectors
Identification numbers for the proton
detectors
X-coordinate for the proton detectors

Y-coordinate for the proton detectors

Z-coordinate for the proton detectors

Discriminator level for the proton detectors

Bias (high voltage) for the proton detectors

Time offset for the proton detectors

Energy per channel for the proton detectors

Energy offset for the proton detectors
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Name

PEA

PEP

TAO

FTH

TLL

TUL

CSN

CSC

CMC

CMV

CMP

CMW

CAC

CPR

TMP

NSC

CDO

CON

ERP

ERC

SPR

Size

3

3

1

1

3

3

3

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

2

16

Unit

keV

keV

ns

mg'dm^

ns

ns

counts

ticks

seconds

seconds

seconds

seconds

seconds

seconds

ticks

Channel
numbj:
counts

State

State

counts

Decimal
number

Format

Unsigned
integer

Unsigned
integer

Unsigned
integer

Unsigned
integer

Unsigned
integer

Unsigned
integer

Unsigned
integer

Unsigned
integer

Unsigned
integer

Unsigned
integer

Unsigned
integer

Unsigned
integer

Unsigned
integer

Unsigned
integer

Unsigned
integer

Unsigned
integer

Unsigned
integer
ASCII

ASCII

Unsigned
integer

Unsigned
integer

Description

Equivalent energy of the Americium peak

Equivalent energy of the pulse generator peak

Offset for time-amplitude calibration.

Foil thickness

Lower level measurement time limit

Upper level measurement time limit

Number of times the amplitude area has been
divided by two. Used by the measurement
calibration routine
Time ticks (<800)

Last calibration state active time

Last wait-after-calibration state active time

Last pulse measurement state active time

Last watt-after-pulse state active time

Calibration clock used in kernel states AM,
TI.andTA.
Preset time for CAC in calibration
measurements. Disabled if set to 0.
Number of time markers in the file from a
pulse measurement
Number of sealers used during a pulse
measuremsnt
Count down factor for the sealers used for the
neutron detectors
Control of the measurement state. Legal
values are ME, CT, and SB
Control of error reports in the ME state
output list. Legal values are:
IE = Include Error reports
NE s No Error reports
Number of erroneous events, a four byte
word, lowest bvtes first.
Spare area requested by Piet van Bell

The parameters must be set every time the Starburst is restarted. It is of
course too time consuming to do this manually. Therefore, a host program should be
available for the writing of the parameters. One way to organize this is to have a data
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file with the parameters, which is edited by the nonnal host computer editor and then
down-loaded by a special program. An example of such a file used during the test
period and the corresponding Fortran program is given below.

A check of the program status is included in the code. It gives an example of
one possible way to read the Starburst status.

; Po'cmeters for KM5 broncfi A
; Syntox: ; in first position = comment line
; Three letters in the first positions = pcrometer name
; c / in position 4 ofter the
; The porcmeters ore copitc!
; onything else.
; Bronch AA o ' BB. ASCII.
;BRN AA
; Option of date, dote or some other
OPT 19
; Njmber o' memories in the system
MSY 3
; Njmber o( awards slcec in JPF, 6
MJP 192
; Memo'y numbe' in jse, 4= end o'

M-:K o
; A pointer to memory position
u3n n

; Automatic amplitude co'ibrotion

; Lowe' levels o' inte'vos, channels

name : pecmeters on 2
letters or figures

identificot'on of

. 1, 2. or 3

' Kbytes/memory

memory

; lowe' limi: channel incljced but not upoer
C.L 2000 7200 0
; Higner leve s of intervals, channels.
C.H 2200 7500 0

; Doto fo' the neut'on de:ec;ors

; Identification numbers for the neut'
NDl/ 12941 12943 12908

32020 12924 12927

on detectors
12952 12953
12918 1297

lines
separated by

the data

12922
12949

Unsigned integer

12923
12951

; Distonces from the foil centre to the nejtron c1 ectors, mm/10
, Distonce to front plane of detector
; one mognetic shielc is done in the
NDL/ 10000 10000 10000

10000 10000 10000
; Azimjth onges, degrees/100
MOA/ -3719 -270b -1716

-3231 -2235 -1241
; Eievotion onges. degrees/100
NDP/ 2349 2342 2334 2

1567 1570 1571 1
; Lowe' level d:scrimincto's, mVo'ts
M L / -147 -145 -146

-148 -146 -147
; Upper level discim'notors, mVolts

correction lor detector thickness
evcluot;on prog'c
10000 10000
10000 10000

-0730 0293
-0236 0758

334 2334
571 1570

145 -148
-150 -142

10000
10000

1275
1758

2341
1573

-140
-147

10000
10000

2281
2750

2351
1570

-148
-151

13023
12912

10000
10000

3285
3757

2362
1570

-144
-147
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NUL/ -898 -905 -899 -913 -925 -919 -912 -929
-905 -88< -895 -900 -835 -895 -882 -913

; High voltoge of the neutron deiecto's
NDB/ -1593 -1523 -1526 -1514 -1556 -1576 -1611 -1616

-1389 -1452 -1496 -1497 -1519 -1441 -1527 -1505
; Coiibrotion times, detector 0, ns/100
NTO/ 3000 3258 3305 3383 3289 3250 3320 3398

3242 3297 3086 309' 3109 3555 3328 3297
; Calibration times, detector 1. ns/100
NT1/ 3000 323* 3406 343' 3437 3289 3765 3703

334' 3461 3219 3172 3234 3703 3531 3333
; Coiibrotion times, detector 2. ns/100
NT2/ 3047 3344 3422 3508 3602 3516 3516 3555

3500 3547 3367 3273 334' 3683 3477 3406

; Dote for the proton detector

, Icentificciion numbers for the proton ce;ec;o's
?D. 9355 9357 9359
; X coordinate , olong the beo-n, mm/10
?3X 1400 1400 1400
; Y coordinate . olong the si::, mm/10
PDY 330 0 - 3 3 0
; z coordinate, ocross the s ît, rrni/10
33Z -500 -500 -500
; Discriminator level, mV
?1 -0800 -0800 -0800
; Bics (high voltage)
PD3 1362 1325 1369
; Co'ibrotion times, ns/100
?DT 0953 1016 0893
; Energy pe- chonne', eV/10 ChAN\:LS
BDE 26017 26144 25917
; Energy offset, eV»10
PEO -3610 - 4 3 ' 4 -4035
; Energy of Americijm peok, keV
?LA 5479 5479 5479
; Energy of pulse generator peck, keV
DEP 19201 18932 18916
; Time Ampl'tude Offset , co'ibrotion, ns.
TAO 70
; Foil thickness mg/dm2
HH 0
; Lowe' level time lim'ts, nanoseconds
1L. 80 80 80
; Upper level time l:mits, nonoseconcs
TUL 140 140 HO
; Stc.e RC, coiibrotion seqjence
CSN 0 0 0
, Tick cojn'.er for clocks
CSC 0
; Lest meosuremen: time for RC
CMC 0
; Lest meosuremen: time for WC
cwv o
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; Lest mecsu'enen! time for RP
CUP 0
; Lest meosurement time for WP
CWW 0
; Time of cofibrolion meosjrement
CAC 0
; Preset time of colibrotion measurement
CP3 0
; Njmber o' time marks during Ui-RP
IMP 0
; Njmber o' scoers, 16 neutron detectors, 3 proton-detectors, monitor
NSC 20
; Cojnt down factor of seders, 1.4,32. or 256.
COO 1
; Control of meosurement
;C0N CT
; Contro- of error reports, IE or KE.
ERP IE
; E'ror count, lower end upper »o'C
:RC 0 0
; Spce
SPR/

; Ene of

cec
0
0
dote

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

PROGRAM SETUPA
••*•••*••••••#*•••*••••«

8*t-up of parameters in a RM5 Starburst

Tb* parameter* are given by tbe file SETUPA.PAR

The Starburst slave CCS 2180

Created by Oudmar Grosshoeg Date 22-Nov-89

Definitions general

CHARACTERS 8TR
ZNTEGER«2 CHAN,CRATE,ZNXtChannel,slave crate

ll,subaddress
ZMTEGER*2 XD IDataword for CSSA
XMTEGER*4 XXD (Dataword for CPSA
THTEGER*4 XXM,XXKWR IA pointer
X»TEGER«4 XA,II,JJ,KEMP,KEME (General pointers
INTEGER*2 CB(4),IBUF(8) IControl block and

ibuffer for transfer of data
CHARACTER»30 PILE IParameter file

Xnput and output strings

CHARACTER*128 SX IXnput string from ttarburst
CHARACTER*128 BUT (Output string to Starburst
CHARACTER*72 XNP,XMPllXnput string from SET-UP.PAR
CHARACTER*8 SPAR(16) (Parameter strings
XMTEOER*2 LPAR(16)(Length of the parameter strings
XWTEOER'2 HPAR »Number of parameters
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CHARACTER*3 HAKE
LOGICAL*2 END

(Name of parameter
iEnd of program MARKER

Definitions for crate controller

XNTECER*2 HOPO, HOFL, HOBU (Starburst
host buffer definitions

ZKTEGER*2 BOPI

HOPO- '2100'O

HOFL"

HOBU-

HOPXi

'2101'O

'2102'0

*2000'O

lAddraaa of buffer pointer,
Ipointa to the null byte after
Ithe laat character
(in the buffer.
IFlag is not tero
I if the buffer contains
Iany Message.
1Should be cleared when
Ithe message is fetched.
(Suffer,
I its length is 126. bytes,
163. words
t Input buffer

tOGXCAL*2 Q (Response indicator
LOGICAL*2 SW (Logical switch
CHARACTER*2 SWITCH (SW input string

C
C Definitions for the slave Starburst
C

INTEGER*2 CCS IStarburst station
INTEGER*2 CCO,CC1,CC2,CC3 (Subaddresses for Starburst
INTEGER*2 CC4,CC5,CC6
COMMON /CCSUB/BOPO,HOFL,HOSU,HOPI,CCO,CC1,CC2

C
C Initial settings of the crate
C

DATA CRATE/1/ (The A side
DATA CCS/21/ (Starburst
DATA HOPO, HOFL, HOBU, HOPI

ft /'2100'0,'2101'0,'2102'0,'2000"0/
C
C

c
C Prepare the CAMAC operations
C
C

CALL CDSET(CKAN,21) (Master in pos 21
C
C Get the subaddresses
C

CALL CDREG(CCO,0,CRATE,CCS,0) 1Starburst station,
C (Crate Controller

CALL CDREO(CC1,0,CRATE,CCS,1)
CALL CDREG(CC2,0,CRATE,CCS,2)
CALL CDREG(CC3,0,CRATE,CCS,3)
CALL CDREG(CC4,0,CRATE,CCS,4)
CALL CDREG(CC5,0,CRATE,CCS,5)
CALL CDREG(CC6,0,CRATE,CCS,6)
END-.FALSE.

C
C

c
C Get the external parameters
C - — -
C

FILE-'[6,67]6ETUPA.PAR'
OPEN(UNIT-2,FILE-FILE,STATUS-'OLD',ERR-10)
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10

20

GOTO 20
WRXTE(5,M
CALL EXIT
CONTINUE

'Open error of ',FZLE

: See if tbar* it any massage

100 CALL OET(SIN,ZCH)
Zr (ICH.CT.O) THEN
W»TTE(5,'(A)') SIN(ltlCH)

IND.

C

c
C Writa tba Starburst status

110

C
C Gat
C

120

CONTINUE

BIN-' '
ZD- '2600'0
CALL CSSA(17,CC0,ZD,Q) tSat pointar at 8TATKE
ZF (.NOT.Q) CALL TRERR(1,ZD)

tha buffar

DO 120 1-1,10,2 IRaad STATKE, STATUS,
1 STSET, STSRC, and 6TC0N

CALL CSSA(O,CCO,SXN(Z:Z+1),Q)
Zr (.NOT.Q) CALL TRERR(3,CCO)

CONTINUE

C

C Sat

C

HRXTE(5,'(A)')
WRITE(5,'(A,A)')
WRZTE(5,'(A,A)')
WRZTE(5,'(A,A)')
WRITE(5,'(A,A)')
KRITE(5,'(A,A)')
KRITE(5,"(A)1) ' '
Zr (END) CALL EXIT

tba Starburst in idla

Zr (SZN(1»2).HE.'ID
BUT-','
CALL 6END(SUT,1)
CALL OET(6IN,Q)
Zr (Q) GOTO 999
BUT-'BE1

CALL BEND(BUT,2)
CALL GET(SIN,Q)
Zr (Q) GOTO 999
GOTO 110

CNDir

Karna1
Uaar
Sat
Sourea
Control

and SET

,SIN(1$2)
,SIN(3J4)
,BIN(5:6)
,8IN(7:8)
,SIN(9:1O)

•0R.SIN(5s6).NE."ON ) THEN

C Raad a paramater araa from tha fila
C NPAR ia tha number of parameters
C SPAR(Z) is tha parameter strings
C LPAR(I) is the lengths of tha strings

200 L-0
INP«
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ZHPl-' '
READ(2,'(A)',END-900) ZKP
ZP (ZNP(lsl).EQ. V ) GOTO 200
ZP (ZNP(4<4).EQ.'/') READ(2,'(A)',BND-900) ZHPl
KAME-INP(li3)
NPAR-0
IB-4

210 DO 220 Z-IB,72
Q-((INP(IU).GE.'0'.AND.ZNP(ZtZ).LE.'9')

t .OR.(INP(I«I).GE.'A'.AND.INP(IH).LE.'Z')
t .OR.(ZNP(ZtZ).EQ.'-'))

ZP (Q) GOTO 230
220 CONTINUE

ZF (L.EQ.O) THEN
ZNP-ZNP1
18-1
L-l
GOTO 210

ELSE
GOTO 300

ENDIP
230 ZB"I

ZE-IB
240 DO 250 I-IB,72

Q*((ZNP(ZiZ).GE.'O'.AND.ZNP(I:Z).LE.'9)
ft .OR.(INP(IsI).GE.'A'.AND.INP(IJI).LE.'Z')
& .OR.(INP(ItI).EQ.'-'))

ZP (.NOT.Q) GOTO 260
250 CONTINUE

WRITE(5,«) ' Znput »rror'
HRITE(5,«) ZNP
WRITE(5,*) ZNP1
GOTO 200

260 ZE-Z
NPAR-NPAR^l
LPAR(NPAR)-IE-IB
ZP (LPAR(NPAR).GT.8) TKEN
WRITE(5,'(A,A)') ' Too long parameter s',

t NAME,NPAR-1
LPAR(NPAR)"8

ENDZP
SPAR(NPAR)-' '
8PAR(NPAR)-IKP(IB:IE)

C HRITE(5, I(A/A3,I4,I4,A2,A8)') ' '»NAME^PAR,
t LPAJt(NPAR), ' ',6PAR(NPAR)

ZB-IE
GOTO 210

C

c
c
c
C Open a parameter or an parameter area
C
C
300 CALL SEND(NAME,3)

CALL GET(8ZN,ZCKAR)
ZP (ZCMAR.LT.O) GOTO 999
ZP (NAME.NE.SZN(3i5)) TKEN
WRITE(5,'(A)') ' Parameter error i'
HRITE(5,'(A,A)') ' Znput ',NAME
WRITE(5,'(A,A)') ' ftarburft ',8IN(liICKAR)
OOXO 200

ELSE
HRITE(5,'(A,A)') ' Old parameters '

« ,8ZN(3iZCHAR)
INDZP

C
DO 310 I-1,NPAR
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CALL SEND(SPAR(I),LPAR(I))
CALL GET(SZN,XCKAR)
ZF (SXN(3:5).EQ.NAME) THEN

WRXTE(5,'(A,A)') ' Mw p i r i n a t e n ' ,
ft 8XM(3tXCHAR)

ELSE
W R I T E ( 5 , ' ( A , A ) ' ) ' E r r o r : ' ,SIN(ltXCHAR)
W R I T E ( 5 , " ( A , A 3 , I 4 , I 4 , A 2 , A 8 ) ' ) ' ' ,NAME,X-1,

EKDXF
C

IF (X.EQ.NPAR) THEN
CALL SEND(V,1)
CALL GET(SIN,XCHAR)
WRITE(5,'(A,A)') ' ',SIN(ltXCHAR)

ELSE
CALL SEKD(0,0)
CALL OET(SIN,ICHAR)
WRITE(5,'(A,A)') ' Old parameter: ',

ft SXN(3iXCHAR)
EKDXF

310 CONTINUE
C
C

GOTO 200
C
C
999 WRITE(5,«) 'GET message error'
900 CLOSE(2)

CALL 8END(0,0)
CALL GET(SXN,XCHAR)
WRITE(5,'(A,A)') ' ',SXN(1:XCHAR)
END*.TRUE.
GOTO 100
END

Three subroutines are used for the transmission of data. There is one routine
to fetch the data, GET, one routine to send data, SEND, and one error detection
routine. They are given below.

SUBROUTINE GET(SIN,XCH)
C
C Get • message from the Starburst
C XCK it the number of characters in the message
C XCH .LE. O if no message
C
C
C Definitions
C

CHARACTER*128 SIN (Input string from Starburst
CHARACTER*128 SUT (Output string to Starburst
XNTEGER*2 HOPO, H0FL, HOBU IStarburst

C (host buffer definitions
INTEGER*2 HOPI
INTEGER'2 IA0,XAl,XA2 IStarburst encoded BCNA
COMMON /CCSUB/HOPO,HOFL,HOBU,HOP!,XAO, XA1,IA2

C
LOGICAL*2 Q (Response indicator

C
C See if there is any message ICH-0 if no message
C

ITST-100
10 SIN-' '

CALL CSSA(17,IA0,HOn,,O.) (Set pointer a t HOfL
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ZF (.NOT.Q) CALL TRERR(1,HOFL)
CALL CSSA(O,ZAO,ZFLAG,Q) IRead the flag
ZF (.MOT.Q) CALL TRERR(2,ZAO)
ZF (ZFLAG.EQ.O) THEN {Return if no massage
ZF (ZTST.OT.O)THEN
XTST-ITST-1
GOTO 10

ELSE
ZCH"-1
GOTO 99

EKDIF
ENDIF

C
C Gat the buffar
C

DO 100 1-1,126,2 IThe buffar follows the flag
CALL C6SA(0,XA0,SZN(ZtZ+l),Q) (Read

C Itbe whole buffar
ZF (.NOT.Q) CALL TRERR(3,ZAO)

100 COKTZNUE
C
C Gat the number of characters
C

CALL GETNCK(SXN,XCH)
C
C Clear tbe flag as we are reading the HOST buffer
C

CALL CSSA(17,ZA0,H0FL,Q) (Pointer at the flag
ZF (.NOT.Q) CALL TRERR(6,H0FL)
1-0
CALL CSSA(16,ZA2,Z,Q) IClear it
ZF (.MOT.Q) CALL TRERR(7,I)

C
99 RETURN

END
C

fUBROUTZNE GETNCH(SZN,ZCHAR)
ZNTEGER*2 SZN(0:63)
INTEOER*2 ICHAR

C
DO 10 Z-0,63

Il-SIN(I)/256
ZO-SIN(I)-I1*256
ZF (IO.EQ.O) THEN
ZCHAR>X*2
RETURN

ELSEZF (Zl.EQ.O) THEN
XCKAR"1*2+1
RETURN

ELSE
ZCHAR--1

ENDZF
10 CONTINUE

END

SUBROUTINE SEND(SUT,ZCM)
C Sand a message to the Starburst
C ZCH is the number of characters in the message
C
C
C Definitions
C

CHARACTER*128 SIN JInput string from Starburst
CHARACTER*128 SUT (Output string to Starburst
XNTB0ER*2 HOPO, HOFL, HOBU 1Starburst

C Ihost buffar definitions
INTEGER*2 HOPI
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INTEGER*2 ZAO,ZA1,XA2 iStarburst ancodad BCKA
COMMON /CCSUB/HOPO,HOFL,ROBU,BOPI,XAO,ZA1,XA2

C
LOGICAL*2 Q IRasponsa indicator

C
C Sand tha buffar
C

BOFL-'2101'0
BOP0-'210OO
ZP (ZCB.GT.124) ICH-124 iLimit tha tranafar
CALL CSSA(17,ZA0,80PZ,Q) 1Point at tha pointar
ZP (.NOT.Q) CALL TRERR(8,BOPZ+1)
I-'4000'O + 2 + ZCH +1 ICalc tha buffar and point
CALL CSSA(16,ZA0,Z,Q)land put it into tha pointar
ZP (.NOT.Q) CALL ?RERR(9,ZA2)
DO 100 X*1,ZCB+1,2 tWrita tha atrirg,

C laayba ona too much
CALL CSSA(16,ZA0,SUT(ZtZ+l),Q)
ZP (.NOT.Q) CALL TRERR(10,ZA2)

100 CONTINUE
Z-0
CALL CSSA(16,XA0,Z,Q) IClaar two bytas

C Ito mark a sura and
ZF (.NOT.Q) CALL TRERR(11,ZA2)

C
C Maka a software intarrupt in tha slava
C

CALL CSSA(25,XA1,Z,Q) IAttantion, plaase
C

RETURN
END

SUBROUTINE TRERR(I,J)
WRITE(5,*) ' T r a n s f a r a r r o r ' , X , J
RETURN
END
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7. The Interrupt Routines
Only three interrupts are used in the system. The internal clock is used for timing and
the two external interrupts are used for the timing signals from the pulse generator
CPG3 and the abort signal from CODAS, respectively. All unused vectors are
connected to an error routine.

The interrupt routines are briefly described in the following paragraphs.

7.1. The Internal Clock
The internal clock is running at 800 Hz. It is always scaled down to 1 Hz giving
software actions or tests once every second. The clock is used as a timer during the
measurement and calibration kernel states. No action is taken in the idle kernel state.
However, the 800 Hz interrupts occur also in this case.

7.1.1. The Measurement Kernel State

Four clocks, one for each user state, are used during the main measurement, the
kernel state supposed to be used during the measurements at JET. The clock results
are available for the user interrogatively by the SET routine. The result is also stored
in the parameter part of the data area transferred to the JET Pulse File (JPF).

The main purpose of the clocks, however, is the control of the user states
during automatic measurements, the CTM1 or STANDBY control described in
chapter 4. In each of the four states the clock routine checks the state of CTM1 and or
the STANDBY signal once every second and grabs the next state if the conditions say
so. As the check is done only once every second it can not be used for the precise
timing needed to synchronize the pulse measurement state with the CTM1 timing.
Therefore, at the start of the pulse measurement routine there is a wait loop checking
the CTM1 directly.

The four clocks are named

CMC for the calibration user state
CMV for the wait-after-calibration state
CMP for the pulse measurement state and
CMW for the wait-after-pulse state

The actual number of ticks is stored in a variable named CSC. The number
of ticks is stored in the time marker at the time of the interrupts generated by the
CPG3 signal. It is included on request from the JET diagnostic group and may be
used for a check of the functioning of the timing. The variable CSC is available using
the SET routine for test purposes. It is also transferred to the data file.
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7.1.2. The Calibration Kernel States

One common clock, CAC, is used for the calibration kernel states. It is reset at the
start of the routines and measures the run time of respective routine. It is halted
during the wait user state and restarted (but not reset) if the run user state is entered
again.

A preset time may be set in the variable CPR. If CPR is not equal to zero the
routine compares CAC and CPR once every second. If CAC is equal to or higher than
CPR the wait state is entered.

The CSC tick clock is used by the routine and the variable may be read for a
more precise timing. However, it must be emphasized that the calibration clocks are
not designed for high precision timing. They are not "live" clocks. Dead-time
corrections must be done by other means if that is considered to be important.

7.2. External Interrupt Routines
The two external interrupts are used for the time marker signal from CPG3 and an
abort signal provided by CODAS.

7.2.1. The Time Marker Interrupt

Interrupt 1 signal input is connected to CPG3. The interrupt vector is connected to the
interrupt routine by a subroutine called at the beginning of the pulse measurement
state. It is re-connected to the error interrupt routine at the beginning of the wait-
after-pulse state.

The routine runs at priority 7. It picks up the tick counter (CSC) and the time
overflow counts as indicated in table 3, page 24, and sticks it into the data stream in
the memories. If the memory is full the measurement is finished and the state is
transferred to the wait-after-pulse state.

7.2.2. The Abort Interrupt

Interrupt 2 signal input is supposed to be connected to a CODAS abort signal source.
It is enabled at the time of entering the measurement kernel state and disabled when
the state is quitted.

The routine is very simple. It does nothing if the user state is the run
calibration state (RC), otherwise it gives the command abort switching the user state
to the run calibration state.
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7.3. The Communication Interrupt Routines
The communication between the Starburst and the terminal is handled by two
interrupt routines. The communication between the host and Starburst contains only a
routine for input to the Starburst. A message from the Starburst to the host is placed
in a buffer wich must read by the host.

7J.I . The Terminal Communication

A message to the tenninal is placed in the output buffer. The output routine is enabled
using the IOT software vector. The string is then transferred to the terminal using an
interrupt for each character transferred. During this time input is ignored. A null byte
in the string terminates the transfer and disables the interrupt.

The terminal input routine is enabled by the start-up routine and never
disabled. The input is placed in the input buffer. The only editing commands
available are backspace and delete (10, and 177,) which remove the last byte from the
string. A carriage return puts a zero byte at the end of the string and activates the
command resoiver. Other control characters (<40,) are ignored.

73.2. The Host Communication Interrupt Routine

A CAMAC command F(25)A(1) activates the routine reading the message from the
host. Before that the buffer should contain the message as indicated in chapter 6, page
34. The routine is enabled by the start-up routine and is never disabled.

The output to the host does not use any interrupt routine. The string is
transferred to the buffer, a flag is set, and it is left to the host to check the flag and
read the buffer using the direct CAMAC commands.

7.4. The Command Resolver
The command resolver is used to control the states of the Starburst. It is used by the
external control from the terminal or the host as well as by the internal automatic
control routines. However, the start points are different. The switch to ODT or the
SET routine are only available for external control. The program flow and the actions
taken by the command resolver routine are indicated in the following table.

The command resolver is always entered from an interrupt, a clock routine
or an input routine. As it is designed to be the last part of the interrupt it is ended by a
return from interrupt statement (RTI).
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Start point for external commands:
The host or TTY buffer is read to the command buffer

Command $% ?

SET « ON? «>
Command SET ?

A special command for debugging purposes, starts ODT, the on-line
debugging tool. A complete restart of the program must be done after using
ODT. Restart address is 151000,.

Go to the SET routine.

Activate the SET routine, set SET=ON

Start point for internal commands, the command must be in the command buffer

Kernel state?
ID «>

ME *>

Command?
ME «>
AM »
Tl «>
TA «>
else «>

Start state ME
Start state AM
Start state TI
Start state TA
Error message, RTI

User state?
RP «>

WP *>

RC «>

we «>

Command?
AB »
HA «>
else «>
Command?
QU «>
PR «>
AB «>
CO «>
BE «>
else •>
Command?
HA »
BE «>
else »
Command?
QU ->
CO «>
AB »
BE »
PR «>
else »

Restart user state RC
Restart user state WP
Error message, RTI

Restart kernel state ID
Restart user state RC
Restart user state RC
Restart user state RP
Restart user state RP
Error message, RTI

Restart user state WC
Restart user state RP
Error message. RTI

Restart kernel state ID
Restart user state RC
Restart user state RC
Restart user state RP
Restart user state RP
Error message, RTI
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AM

TI

TA

else

B >

= >

= >

B >

User state?

RU

\VA

User state?

RU

WA

User state?

RL

WA

Error message,

B >

= >

= >

B >

~>

= >

RTI

Command?

HA
else

Command?

RU
OL
else

Command?

HA
else

Command?

RL
QL
else

Command?

HA
else

Command?

RL
OL
else

r >

=>

B >

B >

B >

B >

B >

B >

B >

B >

B >

B >

S >

B >

B >

Restart user state WA
Error message, RTI

Restart user state RU
Restart kernel state ID
Error message, RTI

Restart user state WA
Error message, RTI

Restart user state RU
Restart kernel state ID
Error message, RTI

Restart user state WA
Enor message, RTI

Restart user state RU
Restart kernel state ID
Error message, RTI

7.5. The Error Routine
All unused vectors are connected to the vector 14, the break command (3) vector. The
error routine stops the computer in the computer halt state. The stack contains the
vector address+4, 340, the next address in the current program, and 3 for an error
caused by a vector interrupt. A software error gives a stack containing the next
address in the program and 340.

The program has been stable with no errors during the test period. Hopefully,
it will be stable also in the JET environment and any errors are supposed to be caused
by the hardware. In that case the best solution is to bring the process to a stop and
restart it after repairing the malfunctioning unit.
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8. The Subroutines
Several subroutines are used by the program. Most of them are elementary routines
for riffling strings and data. They will not be discussed here. Only two subroutines
are of interest for the understanding of the program, namely "DISPAT" and
"SETSTA".

A call to DISPAT has the following structure:

JSR US,DISPAT
.WORD KEY,1$
.WORD "Kl, "K2, "Kn
.WORD ADI, AD2, ADn , 0

The parameter KEY is a two-byte reference word. It is compared to the
indicators Ki. If there is a match the program control is transferred to the
corresponding address ADi, otherwise to the word following the parameter list.

The subroutine is used at many places in the program for transferring
program control according to some kind of command or status. One example is the
command resolver described in the previous chapter. Another example is the SET
status subroutine SETSTA.

The call to the subroutine SETSTA has the following structure:

JSR R5
.WORD

,SETSTA
"ID

The parameter

" 1 0 , "ME,"AM

ID

,"1

may

n,"1

be

» ,

set to

" R C , 1

one

we,

of the

" R P , "

following:

WP,"RU,"WA,"ON,"OF

All these are unique so the routine can be used in different contexts. As an
example the kernel state names are never the same as the user state names. This rule
must be followed if the list for some reason is extended.

The routine sets the status and the CPR1 control word. It is used at all places
where the status is changed.
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9. The Program Start-Up Routine
The start-up routine is the only part of the program that runs directly from the
EPROM. The program is written for the final placing of the code. Therefore, the
start-up routine code must be position independent. It starts at address 151000 but is
written at 31000. The start address is defined by the Starburst manufacturer and can
not be changed. This means that it is placed in the middle of the program.

The routine begins with setting the three stacks for the computer kernel,
supervisor, and user modes. All interrupt vectors are set to point to the break vector,
control (3). Then the used vectors are changed to:

Position
0

14
60
60

360
100

Address
137

#ERROR
#TTIN

#TTOUT
#H0IN

#CLOCK

Priority
31000

340
240
240
240
240

Remark
A sometimes possible restart point
Error interrupt
Teletype input
Teletype output
Input from host
Clock routine

The input and output buffers are initiated and the memory management and
page descriptor registers are set to the values used through the whole program. The
program is transferred to the work position using user mode mapping. Then the
memory mapping is fixed for the different computer states. A message is sent to the
Teletype and the following default control parameters are inserted:

,CTM1 control
.Direct output to host
.Kernel state idle
.SET routine disabled
.The present version number

=AA or BB, The A or the B branch

Finally the host interrupt is enabled and the program jumps to the idle
routine. The parameter area is not reset. However, it is recommended to reset the
whole parameter â ea after any restart of the program. The actual parameters should
be kept in and loaded from a host file.

STCON
STSRC
STATKE
STSET
VRS
BRN

=CT
=HO
=ID
=OF
=6
=AA
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Appendix: Program listing

The program listing for version 6, branch A. The appendix is included only if so
requested.

Earlier versions are only versions used during the development of the
program.
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